
TOWARDS A 
FOOD POLICY

The Netherlands has pursued a successful agricultural policy for decades. 
However, the world of food has changed and food has become the subject 
of intense public debate. The issues that are important in the Netherlands 
cannot be seen in isolation from global developments.
 
The challenges at global level relate to ecological sustainability, public 
health and the robustness of the food supply. In Towards a Food Policy, the 
Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR) explores the 
consequences of these challenges for the Netherlands and the specific 
vulnerabilities, opportunities and responsibilities they create for the Dutch 
government and Dutch society.
 
It is time for an explicit food policy; a policy that takes into account the 
diversity of values in relation to food, the relationship between production 
and consumption and the changing power relations in the food system. In 
this report, the Council also highlights the need to invest in the resilience of 
the food system.

The Netherlands Scientific Council for Government Policy (WRR) is an independent advisory 
body for government policy. The task of the WRR  is to advise the government on issues that 
are of great importance for society. The reports of the WRR are not tied to one policy sector. 
Rather, its reports go beyond individual sectors; they are concerned with the direction of 
government policy for the longer term.
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When food was agriculture



Food net



“From an agricultural policy towards a 
food policy”

Broadening of policy in two dimensions

• Policy goals (sustainability, health)

• Players (supermarkets, food industry, catering)



An integrated policy requires…

• Shared frame

• Institutions

• Policy goals

• Instruments

Candel (2019) De opkomst van voedselbeleid: voorbij de tekentafel, Beleid en 
Maatschappij 2018 (45) 4



Frame: lessons

• Frame adopted by ministries, adoption by other 
organisations at least as important (science, 
policy advisors, companies and ngo’s) 

I can’t unsee it

• Momentum helped (new secretary of state & the 
Dutch EU Presidency) 

• Potentially competing frame: circular agriculture

Towards a European 
Food and Nutrition 
Policy

DUURZAAM EN 
GEZOND
SAMEN NAAR EEN HOUDBAAR 
VOEDSELSYSTEEM

MAART 2018



Institutions: lessons

• Open question: A ‘new’ ministry or 
interdepartmental coordination

• New players invited at policy table (e.g. Youth
Food Movement, Foodwatch)

• Citydeal with local governments (first Dutch 
Alderman of Food in Ede) 



Goals: lessons

• Sustainability, health and resilience, and also.. 
affordability, farmers income

• Broad vs. specific goals 

• Goal setting as a policy instrument? 



Instruments: Lessons

• Education (The Netherlands Nutrition Centre; 
Jong leren eten, Action plan fruit and 
vegetables)

• Strong reliance on self-regulation, private 
initiative (e.g. Dutch cuisine)

• A thousand new initiatives or a change of core 
policy instruments? 
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Downloadable:
https://english.wrr.nl/publications/reports/2016/12/13/towards-a-food-policy


